
 
 
 

  
 

  
  

  
   

  
 

    
 

       
   

 
         

       
    

  
 

           
 

       
   

 
          

        
       
   

  
 

        
  

            
        

        
 

     
 

                 
         

   
 

      
          

         
       

   
  

 
 

for 
Pharmacy 
Compounding 

100 Daingerfield Road, Suite 100 
Alexandria, VA 22314 

www.a4pc.org 

September 11, 2023 

Anne Sodergren, Execu7ve Officer 
Seung Oh, Board President 
California Board of Pharmacy 
2720 Gateway Oaks Drive, Suite 100 
Sacramento, CA 95833 

Dear President Oh and Director Sodergren: 

The Alliance for Pharmacy Compounding wishes to offer input on APachment 5, 7tled DraQ 
Compounding Policy Statement, in advance of your next board mee7ng. 

The Alliance for Pharmacy Compounding is the voice for pharmacy compounding, representing more 
than 600 compounding small businesses – including more than 4,000 compounding pharmacists and 
technicians in both 503A and 503B settings – as well as prescribers, educators, researchers, and 
suppliers. 

APC supports the Board’s statutory mission to protect California consumers, and we believe it is 
in the interest of the pharmacy compounding profession to have robust enforcement of 
reasonable regula7on that safeguards pa7ent safety. But equally important is the board’s role in 
enuncia7ng clear direc7on for licensees and inspectors regarding enforcement of its policies. 

Our concern is that the policy statement referenced in APachment 5 does not make clear what the 
Board’s enforcement expecta7ons are regarding the transi7on to compliance with the new USP 
standards and which standards of compliance pharmacy compounders will be held to. That lack of clarity 
about the Board’s inten7ons and expecta7ons makes it difficult, to say the least, compounders to know 
and understand how to comply. 

Notably, Attachment 5 states that “pharmacies are encouraged to begin transitioning to the new USP 
standards,” but that encouragement raises concerns about which compliance standards pharmacies will 
be held to come November 1. Do they continue following the current California law alongside new USP 
chapters come November1? If so, there are certain conflicts between current California law and the new 
USP chapters. To which standard will licensees be held? 

For example, for an aqueous suspension, at present should a beyond-use-date of 14 days refrigerated 
(current USP 795) or 35 days room temp (revisions to USP 795 effective November 1, 2023) be used? Or 
can the 35-day BUD only be used after November 1? We would presume that using the 35-day BUD is 
contingent on being compliant with the rest of the revisions to 795 before using BUDs associated with 
those revisions, but that is not stated in your proposed policy. 

We urge the board to consider rescinding existing regulation related to compounding effective 
November 1, 2023, except for BPC 4126.8: Compounding consistent with USP. By eliminating those 
older, outdated rules, both compounders and the board will have a clear understanding of what is 
expected from compounders – and, importantly, from regulators. 
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We do understand that California Board of Pharmacy staff have proposed additional regulation and 
restriction of sterile compounding, in particular, that go beyond the national standards established by 
USP in Chapter <797>. As we’ve stated previously in communication to the Board, such additional 
regulations may be well and good, provided the Board can demonstrate in science and practice how that 
regulation keeps patients safer by reducing risk of contamination. Thus far, the Board has not 
enunciated the “why” behind those additional restrictions, but it should, lest the board seem arbitrary in 
its oversight of compounding pharmacies. The Board should do so for its own credibility as well as to 
provide licensees a clear understanding of why the compliance steps required by the new regulation is 
necessary. 

We certainly respect and support your mission to protect Californians. Yet we are concerned that 
policies referenced here are vague and leave California licensees with no bright-line standard for 
compliance. At a minimum, we request that the Board release a detailed statement explaining its 
expectations for transitioning to the new standards. 

Thank you for considering our input. Please direct any ques7ons to APC’s Savannah Cunningham at 
savannah@a4pc.org. 

Best, 

ScoP Brunner, CAE 
Chief Execu7ve Officer 

mailto:savannah@a4pc.org


 

 
 

       

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

  

 

  
 
 

 
     
         

 
           

Damoth, Debbie@DCA 

From: Marie Cottman <marie@pacificcompound.com>
Sent: Friday, July 28, 2023 5:14 PM
To: Damoth, Debbie@DCA 
Subject: Board of Pharmacy Meeting Aug 1-2 

This Message Is From an External Sender  

WARNING:This email originated from outside of the organization! Do not click links, open attachments, or reply, unless you 
recognize the sender's email. 

  Report Suspicious 

Dear Debbie, 

I am not confident that I will be able to be at the meeting next week however, I would like to make a 
comment on Agenda Item VII. Enforcement and Compounding Committee Report item e. 

I have read the proposed Draft Policy Statement included in Committee materials Attachment 5 and I am 
concerned that too many discrepancies will remain between the new USP and existing pharmacy laws. This will 
create confusion, frustration, and conflict for both  compounders and inspectors. 

It is clearly stated in the Draft Policy "the Board encourages licensees to begin transitioning to the new 
standards established in USP" but this is SO vague and doesn't clarify if compounders still need to default to 
the more restrictive rules that remain in CA regulations. 

In light of the many known contradictions, I would like to propose that the board consider rescinding all 
existing laws related to compounding (as proposed and approved in April) on November 1, 2023 EXCEPT BPC 
4126.8 Compounding consistent with USP.  By eliminating all the old, outdated rules both compounders and 
the board will have a clean slate and a consistent set of guidelines for compounding and enforcing. Further, 
this process of regulation removal does does not require any word-smithing or debate as BPC 4126.8 already 
creates USP chapters as the standard of practice. 

I believe that through the emergency rule making process, the Board could argue that the discrepancies that 
remain create enough confusion for their licensees that removal of the old regulations is prudent as new 
regulations are already written and deemed to go into effect 11/1/2023 without any futher rule making 
process necessary. Deleting these contradictory rules does not prevent the board from making more stringent 
rules going forward, as is already proposed. 

I would appreciate this recommendation/comment being forwarded to the board for consideration at the right 
time during the meeting. 

Marie Cottman, Pharm.D. 
Clinical Pharmacist/ Co‐Owner 
Pacific Compounding Pharmacy and Consultations 

NOTE: NEW ADDRESS July 5, 2023 
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1889 W March Ln 
Stockton, CA 95207 
209‐474‐7271 
fax 209‐474‐7168 

This document may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named only. If 
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the content of this 
information is prohibited. If you have received this document in error, please notify me by email or telephone at the number listed above so that we can arrange for 
return of the original document to us. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Marie Cottman, Pharm.D. 
Clinical Pharmacist/ Co‐Owner 
Pacific Compounding Pharmacy and Consultations 

NOTE: NEW ADDRESS July 5, 2023 
1889 W March Ln 
Stockton, CA 95207 
209‐474‐7271 
fax 209‐474‐7168 

This document may contain information that is privileged and/or confidential. The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named only. If 
you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the content of this 
information is prohibited. If you have received this document in error, please notify me by email or telephone at the number listed above so that we can arrange for 
return of the original document to us. Thank you for your cooperation. 
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